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THE ELDEN RING IS A FANTASY RPG/CYBERSPY ACADEMY GAME. A world open to the imagination of players, set in
the lands between the Elder Guardians and the Elder Elden Lords. In this world, a tragic event called the Great
Sages War took place and the lands between were infused with dark magic, changing the world and now a new
age of the Elden Ring is dawning. Brave young Elden Lords have been born and each has the desire to be an Elder
Lord in the coming age, battling alongside their allies to bring back the beauty of the world. The following is a key
to the game system: CYBERSPY CLASSES Archer Using a magical Bow Gun, this is the most efficient class for
taking out enemies. Charged Attack Redirect the attack of your ally if you are in a support role. Blade Like a
sword, this weapon strikes with tremendous power. Charged Attack A strong attack that delivers a heavy blow.
Cat A cat’s eyes are always watching you. But this stealth ninja can evade even an attack, which enables the
player to overcome enemies. Charged Attack Can be used to find enemies from a long distance and can defeat
enemies from behind. Clairvoyant This is the class that enables you to see the enemies and their movements.
Charged Attack This has extremely powerful charged attacks. Demon A Demon never shows mercy, but is also
skillful in combat. Charged Attack Guaranteed level up even without combat. Duelist Duelist is a class where you
can use the destructive power of a weapon to deal additional damage to the enemy. Charged Attack Can damage
enemies even when they are distracted. Gunslinger Gunslinger is a class where you can unleash powerful shots
with the accuracy of a marksman. Charged Attack In order to develop the accuracy of your shooting abilities, you
will have to spend the time taking out your enemies from a distance. Juggler A juggler can use his body as a
throwing weapon, but he cannot take any damage during the short distance that he has to travel. Charged Attack
Delivers a high speed charged shot. Merchant A merchant will give the items that you need to build level ups or
strengthen your weapons.

Features Key:

The Lands Between With the combined charm of the fantasy world of role-playing games and dungeon crawler
games, perform your brave role of protecting the Territories. Discover the vivid and vast world that the Mages of
each nation have built.

Easy-to-Play Controls The intuitive controls allow you to control your character with ease. Needless to say, there is
no skill required for fighting.

Exciting Dynamic Battles The battles in the Lands Between are full of suspense. Your actions will be reflected in
the results of subsequent battles. In the battle that is approaching on the battlefield, fully enjoy the action.

Legendary Weapons and Magic According to the battles that occurred throughout history, each nation endowed
its weapons with legendary quality by using their own craftsmen and secrets. Enjoy looking at the unique
weapons as you enter the battlefield. You can use an appearance item to craft any weapon. Use your combat
ability to fight with these weapons or cast various magic spells. Magic spells also give you access to the arcanes
of each nation.

Promotes Social Life Furthermore, your advancements will be used to develop the village that your character
resides in. You can protect your village and its surrounding environment, expand your land and build a flour store.
You can also enchant various goods such as telescopes and bombs in order to build your village’s economy.

Prove your might in dungeons where you take on fierce monsters The landmark dungeons of the Lands Between,
which they call “The New Tomorrows of Swordcraft” have been designed with a unique visual charm.

An Introductory Tutorial In order to appreciate the charm of the world that is awaiting your exploration, let us
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introduce you to the Lands Between at a beginner’s level. You can learn about the basic operation of the map,
create basic weapons and armor, and a basic magic spell. You will also acquire a basic understanding of the
character through a tutorial, which will provide you with an impression of the exciting game from the beginning. 

Screenshots
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